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CARTACOR Italia
Hair color charts and nuancier of hair dye
ACCESSORI
Products
The color is an essential tool for consultation and advice in the salon. The coloring products that are
offered on the market today are very different. It is important therefore that the color chart reflects as
much as possible the product which is presented. To this purpose, we can create a wide range of
color palettes, from the most simple and low cost to sophisticated ones, both for materials used and
shape. Thanks to our experience we can offer a fast and quality service, from the design and graphic
of the pallette, card, chart or dossier to the finished product.
Hair color charts
Color charts and streaked hair dye for hair coloring
We produce a wide range of palettes, from the most traditional to the most prestigious, both for the
the mechanisms and for the materials used. More specifically, we produce:
Color charts with doors: they are the most traditional and color charts are our core business.
Binders: to be read like a book, they let the customer discover page after page the entire color range.

They can be made with or without thumb index.
Ring binders: ideal to show the complete color line with a single glance and to easily update the
folder with any range extensions.
Pantone color system: just like the classic Pantone for color printing, also the various shades of hair
dye color can be displayed in a Pantone color system. Particularly suitable for the market of the large
distribution.
Pancarte and counter display: ideal to attract the attention of the customer and the new color trends
of the season.
Folders "interactive": they can be made in various sizes and shapes, with the locks on removable or
fixed supports, but the common characteristic is to attract the attention of the end user and facilitate
the consulting room.
Megaboard: of impact and scenic.
Hair locks
The types of hair lock that we can produce are extremely varied, giving you the possibility to
personalize your own color palette by choosing the form of a strand that is best suited to the product
to be shown. In addition to the shape and size of the hair locks, it is possible to choose among a
series of removable accessories on which locks are mounted, which make the folders particular
colored and versatile.
We purchase raw threads, which are subsequently subject to treatment and dying process, this
allows us to offer a wide range of shades. At different stages of the production process, checks on
thread dye color take place: this ensures the maximum correspondance between the locks inserted in
the color charts and locks approved by the customer. Countertyping of locks is carried out with much
precision, in order to guarantee our customers an excellent result.
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